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A receiver design analysis and rationale is presented. 
The receiver is capable o~ per~orming in an instrumentation role for 
propagation experiments conducted in the ~ield. The data 
gathered during the ~ield tests will be used to determine the 
complex impulse response o~ the ground-to-ground communications 
channel and to evaluate the per~ormance o~ a candidate ranging 
wave~orm in this channel. 
The receiver is capable o~ operation in either the 
propagation mode or the ranging mode and each mode o~ operation 
can be per~ormed on either a UHF band ~requency or an L-Band 
~requency. During the propagation mode the receiver serves as 
a quadrature envelope detector providing two baseband signal 
components ~or sampling and recording purposes. These signal 
components are recorded ~or ~urther processing by digital 
computer. During the ranging mode the receiver per~orms as a 
tapped delay line matched ~ilter providing as an output the envelope 
o~ the crosscorrelation o~ the receiver trans~er ~unction and the 
received waveform. This output is used ~or threshold crossing 
in order to make range measurements and is also sampled and 
recorded ~or ~urther processing by computer. 
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The lack of applicable propagation data pertaining to 
wideband transmissions in a non-line-of-sight ground environment 
presently precludes the proper design of signals and equipment 
l 
for ground-to-ground ranging systems. Consequently, field 
experiments need to be conducted in order to empirically verify 
the feasibility of such systems. Such tests should be designed to 
determine the transient and steady state characteristics of 
the radio frequency channel between ground units as a function of 
foliage and terrain and to demonstrate a ranging capability 
between ground units in this environment using a candidate wave-
form. The data required for a proper evaluation of candidate 
techniques is the transfer function or impulse response of the 
channel. Since a direct measurement is impractical at RF 
frequencies due to the very wide bandwidths and high sampling 
rates required, some other technique has to be substituted. The 
method selected for this application is based on sampling scope 
principles and allows the data to be gathered using conventional 
hardware. The results obtained will provide information sufficient 
for calculating the step response of the channel. From the step 
response the impulse response can be computed. 
The receiver design presented is capable of processing the 
received signals without distortion and providing the proper signal 
levels and information to the instrumentation equipment. The 
receiver outputs will be sampled and converted to digital data 
~or storage purposes. The receiver outputs will include the 
quadrature envelope components o~ a pulsed sinusoidal carrier 
and a pulse output whose time o~ occurence can be used to 
measure the range to the transmitting station. 
2 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The principal aims o~ propagation experiments and studies 
previously conducted have been ~inding the attenuation that 
3 
signals undergo when transmitted through ~oliage o~ varying density 
and over various types o~ terrain. The measurement o~ attenua-
tion can be conducted in a straight~orward manner using cw 
signals and a square law detector. The results o~ such tests 
represent steady state values o~ power loss and provide no 
in~ormation about the transient response or the phase character-
istics of the channel. Channel models have been derived by 
Norton [l] and Egli T2] but no empirical information exists. 
Since ranging signals are by nature transient signals and 
convey phase information, the channel model needed to properly 
evaluate the performance of di~ferent wave~orms and receivers 
should be characterized by its complex impulse response, It 
was concluded that due to the lack o~ in~ormation the complex 
impulse response of the ground-to-ground channel must be 
determined before a suitable ranging system can be selected. 
The ranging technique to be employed during the field tests 
was selected because some previous work has been done using 
similar matched filter techniques. In particular, Turin T31 
has discussed the reliability and performance of matched 
filter in general and a tapped delay line specification has been 
formulated by Lerner, Reiffen and Sherman 14]. This specifica-
tion will be used as a guide during the design phase. 
The quadrature envelope detector has had wide textbook 
coverage but is not generally analyzed in detail. Skolnick [5] 
has indicated that such a detector is a good approximation to 
the coherent detector but this is too optimistic a view. The 
detector is analyzed herein and found equivalent to a square 
law device in single pulse detection performance. 
4 
III. SIGNALING MODES 
The two types of waveforms to be used for experimental 
purposes are a pulse of RF energy and phase shift keyed signal 
that is optimum for synchronization or ranging. Since experi-
mental data for both propagation and ranging should be taken 
in radio frequency bands where operational systems are likely 
to be assigned. transmitter frequencies were selected from 
the UHF and L-band portions of the spectrum. These choices 
generally are not as desirable as the VHF band, but due to the 
spectrum crowding now and that predicted by the FCC for the 
future, it is highly improbable that the lower VHF band would 
ever be assigned for such usage. The particular frequencies of 
operation, one in the UHF band (375 MHz) and one in L-band 
(1545 MHz), were chosen as representative of the respective bands 
and because some existing hardware could be used for the field 
tests. 
A. Propagation Signal 
The propagation signal consists of periodic pulses at 
carrier frequency w , of length T = 15 microseconds, amplitude 
0 
A and period T = 0.004 seconds as shown in Figure (la). Since 
the signal in the figure is just a frequency shifted version of 
that in (lb), its Fourier transform can be obtained easily by 
considering only a single pulse. 
will be denoted as F (w) and is 
0 












F (w) f e -jwtdt 2 sin Tw/2 (l) = = 0 w 
-T/2 
~rom which the Fourier coe~~icients o~ f(t) can be determined 
to be 
F (nw ) 
0 0 
a. = 
n T = 
2 sin (TinT/T) 
2Tin 
For e~~ective data gathering it is obvious that many 
(2) 
pulses must be transmitted and samples taken from the received 
pulses and recorded for the statistics o~ the experiment to be 
valid. Consequently, line spectra as in Equation (2) can be 
used to describe the signal in the ~requency domain. However, 
each pulse appears to have a continuous spectrum as described by 
Equation (l) when considered on an individual basis. Each 
descriptor has certain advantages but both must be used carefully. 
I~ the hardware limitations are to be taken into account, then 
rise and ~all times must be added to more completely describe the 
7 
signal. If we let tr = t~, the rise time and fall time respectively, 










+ J A(t/tr - Tt/2)e -jwtdt 
T/2 - t 
r 
= 2A(T - t ) 





and the Fourier series coefficients for the same waveform on a 
periodic basis is: 
F(nw ) '[ - t [sin nn tr/T + sin nN(T - tr)/T] a. = 0 = A r n T T Tint /T 1rnh - t /T (4) 
r r 
The plot of the signal and its spectrum is shown in Figure (lc ) • 
B. Ranging Signal 
The ranging signal to be used for purposes of the experiment 
is an 11 bit Barker ~ode. This code can be represented by an 
n-tuple as x1 , x2, • . •, x where each code element can t~e on n 
the values +1. The nonperiodic correlatjon of the code can be 
represented as 
n-k 
CK = L X.X.+k ~ ~ 
i=l 
and CK = 0 K even 
-1 K odd (5) 
n K = 0 
The Barker code is called optimum in the same sense that CK has 
minimum absolute value for all partial correlations, i.e., K # 0. 
This characteristic minimizes susceptibility to false alarms 
when the code is used for ranging or synchronization. 
If we consider an n-tuple as an ordered sequence, then the 
Z transform of the sequence can be determined. For example, 
8 
Barker [6] has shown that a 7-bit sequence timed to terminate 
at t = 0 has the Z transform 
n-tuple: +l, +l, +l, -l, -l, +l, -l 
f(nT) = o(t)-2o(t + 3T)+2o(t + 5T)-2o(t + 6T)+o(t + 7T) 
f(Z) = l + z + z2 - z 3 - z 4 + z5 - z 6 
Correspondingly then a device whose transfer function is H(Z} 
H(Z) = l + z-1 + z-2 - z-3 - z-4 + z-5 - z-6 
can be built using only delay elements and phase inverters, The 
output from the device is just the product of H(Z) f(Z) or 
( ) ( ) 6 4 2 -2 -4 -6 H Z :f Z = -Z - Z - Z + 7 - Z - Z - Z 
The output sequence is the autocorrelation of the sequence and 
9 
is usually written as CK = -l, 0, -l, 0, -l, 0, 7, 0, -l, 0, -l, -l, o, -l. 
This sequence autocorrelation has some very desirable properties, 
particularly applicable to synchronizing or time o:f arrival 
measurement. The :fact that all time sidelobes, or values at 
t ~ 0, are very small with respect to the peak considerably 
increases the probability of detection o:f the signal and 
decreases the probability of :false alarm. A code whose auto-
correlation function is of this type is considered optimum for 
synchronization purposes. 
The Barker code will be used to modulate the RF carrier 
:frequency. The total time duration o:f the transmitted pulse is 
determined by the number of bits in the code (n) and the number 
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The modulated signal to be transmitted is 
:f(t) = a(t) sin w t 
0 
Its Fourier transform is 
where 




sin w t 
0 




f(w) = l/21T ~a(u) 1r/i {o[(w-w 0 )-u] 
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This can be stated in a more useful format as follows: 
f(w) = ---::--_w.:;..o~ (e27rik~ l) 



















Since E(w), the energy distribution, can be obtained by E(w) = 
f(w)f*(w), then the power density S(w) can be obtained by 
defining the time duration of the signal. 





2 2 (w -w ) 
0 
[ (e2nik w/w 0 
27ri(j-p)k w/w] a.a e o 
J p 
- 1~ 







cos [4nk(:0 )r ~ E(w) 0 ( . 2 w L = s1n 'Tfr--) 2 2 w (w -w ) 0 
r=l 0 
Since 
m [sin (m + 1/2) 2 L cos (r a) = 1/2 - l] sin a/2 ' 
r=l 
then 
(n-1)/2 sin (n 47r:0!L) 2 w 
L [r(4'Tfl:JL)] l/2 [ 
0 
- l ] cos = 
w 
sin (1. 41T:0!L 0 2 w 
r=l 0 
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2 2 sin 
sin 2nkn ~ 
( nk ~) ] 2 [ ( n + l) - w o 
w 
0 
If a = w 
w 
0 
w - w 
l 




2 sin nka 




sin 2nkna ] 
sin 2nka (8) 
Now if the time duration of the signal is T, where T = 





S(w) "" 2 knw 
0 
[ 2 sin nka ]2 [(n + l) _ sin 2nkna 
(a2 _ l) sin 2nka 
C. Frequency Stability 
An experiment of the type proposed requires frequency 
0 
standards of high quality to assure that measurements made 
( 9) 
during field tests are valid. For example, any frequency drift 
introduced at the transmitter affects the measurements made at 
the receiver and can be erroneously attributed to the channel. 
In addition, certain timekeeping circuits count the number of 
cycles of the frequency standards at the transmitter and the 
receiver in order to establish the time bases necessary to 
assure that proper transmitting and sampling intervals are 
maintained. Since it would be impractical to synchronize time 
bases or frequency standards more often than once a day from a 
logistics viewpoint, only high quality standards would assure 
the required accuracy. 
12 
In a time synchronized system the time bases will ultimately 
drift out of alignment and resynchronization will be required. 
The longest interval (t ) which may elapse between synchroniza-
s 
tions if the range measurement is not to be in error by more 
than some amount (e ) can be computed from the error in frequency 
r 
(6f). If the standards are matched at some frequency (f), 
then some time period (tt) would be inversely proportional to (f) 
t = K/f t 
At synchronization tt occurs at a certain absolute time but if 
one clock frequency is different from the other (f+6f) a timing, 
l3 
or phase error (e ) will accumulate after a number (n) of periods, p 
since the period has become 
t' = K/f+6f t 
which is di~ferent from tt. The phase error per period is tt-t~, 
and if there are n periods per second then the phase error in 
seconds is 
or 
e = [(nK/f+6f)][6f/f)] p 
Now, ts is some number n of periods tt and thus 
t = nK/f+6f. 
s 
Now a phase error e will result in a range error e according to p r 
e = e C 
r p 
(ignoring quantitization) 
where c is the propagation velocity. Combining these results, 
we have the maximum range error due to a frequency error 6f at some 
time after synchronization, 




which can be solved for !J.f/f, a parameter that establishes the 





4 2.88 x 10 seconds (8 hours) 
C = 3 x 108 m/sec 
10 
!J.f 
f = (3 X 108 )(2.88 
10 -12 
= 12 = 1.158 X 10 
8.65 X 10 
For such stringent measurements, only atomic clocks, or cesium 
beam oscillators have the required stability. Usually such long 
synchronization periods are not required and less expensive 
14 
oscillators can be employed. Consider t of one second, e 10 m 
then 
!J.f 10 
f = (3 X 108 )(1) = 
s r 
-8 
.33 X 10 
a figure which is easily obtained using an ovenized quartz 
oscillator. 
In addition to performing the time keeping function, the 
oscillator also is used as the basic frequency standard from 
which all other frequencies are derived. Consequently, frequency 
multipliers must be employed to obtain the desired transmission 
frequencies in the transmitter and the necessary local oscillator 
frequencies in the receiver. It becomes important then to 
understand the effect of frequency multiplication on the signal 
to noise ratio and accordingly the stability. Of most significance 
10 m, 
is the short term ~requency stability, the ratio o~ the RMS 
~requency deviation in the measurement time, ,, to the nominal 
oscillator ~requency. This deviation is due to noise and not 
to such e~~ects as temperature, aging, or transients. 
The signal ~rom the oscillator is 
s(t) = A cos w t 
0 
and the noise is 
n(t) = v cos w t + v sin w t 
c 0 s 0 
where v and v are narrow band random processes. Adding the 
c s 
signal and noise, we have 
y(t) = (A + v )2 + v 2 cos w t + ~ 
c s 0 





or, ~or large signal to noise ratios 
The signal and noise powers are, respectively 




From [8] the mean square phase deviation is 
and the mean square ~requency deviation is 
(Aw) 2 
l 
= + = 
15 












noise bandwidth of the oscillator 
oscillator noise 
oscillator noise 
T = time interval over which stability is measured. 
(11) 
For an ideal frequency multiplier, the input signal y(t) has a 




~ [ - 2 v + 
c 
and the output signal x(t), the 
amplifying and filtering): 
harmonic of y(t), is (after 
x(t) = [A cos K w t + k v cos k w t + k v sin k w t] 
0 c 0 s 0 






Thus, the ideal multiplier decreases the signal to noise ratio but 
does not affect the fractional frequency stability. 
Using this information, we can compute the SNR of the 
transmitted signals and consequently determine the peak phase 
deviation which limits measurement accuracy of the system. Consider 




e(t) = ~0 sin w t 
m 
~0 = the peak phase deviation 
Then y(t) becomes 
where 
y(t) = A sin 
f = W /2TI 
c c 
(w T+ ~0 sin w t) 
c m 
and the instantaneous frequency f is 
f = f + f ~0 cos 2nf t 
c m m 
where ~0 = ~f/f 
m 
so that f becomes 
f = f + ~f cos 2nf t 
c m 
and ~f is the peak frequency deviation. 
Using a Bessel function expansion, 




~f/f << l, the narrowband case. 
m 
J (~f/f ) "' l 
o m 
Using Equation (11), the signal to noise ratio can be found 
from the fractional frequency stability. In the expression: 
s 
W1N1 T N2 ]1/2 
= + T Pw 2 2 p 2 2 T W T 
0 0 
let N = W1N1 c + N2 
82 N 
= 
T p 2 2 W T 
and 
0 




Now for T = 1 second; s 
l 
-12 6 ~ 10 · w = lOTI X 10 ~ 0 
P/N = 1/(l0-24 ) (n2 X 1014 )(1) ~ l/(lo-24 )(10+l5 ).985 
P/N = 1.015 x 109 




(SNR) = (SNR)./(300) 2 = 1.015 X 109 /.9 X 105 
0 ]_ 
1.12 X 104 = (SNR) = 40.05 dB. 
0 
18 
The phase deviation produced by having an SNR of 40 dB is equivalent 
to that produced by a phase modulated carrier having a carrier to 
sideband ratio of 40 dB which can be computed in the following 
manner. 
Vw /Vw = 20 log l:lf/2f 
m c m 
-40 dB = 20 log l:lf/2f 
m 





-2 4 l:l0 = 2 x 10 radians = 0.11 degrees 
The phase deviation can be expressed as 
1>¢ = 2 x 10- (<s:)o) (13) 
and used to determine how many multiplier stages may be used and 
the fractional frequency stability required of the basic 
oscillator to obtain certain phase deviations. A graph of 








PEAK PHASE ERROR 
FIGURE 2 
40 50 SNR dB 
IV. NOISE 
The noise to be encountered will be assumed to be a zero 
mean stationary random process, or a white noise process. 
Consequently, the autocorrelation o~ such a process is: 





and the power spectral density is 
S (w) = N 
nn o 
A. Bandwidth Considerations 
~or all w 
T -::fi 0 
(14) 
(15) 
The IF ~ilter in the receiver is the device that limits the 
~requency range o~ operation and thus limits the noise to some 
band o~ ~requencies. The spectral density o~ the output noise 
process is the product o~ the input density and the ~ilter's 
response or 
Using this relation, the output noise power can be ~ound: 
N=N [_! 
0 2'11" 





, J max 
2 dw 
a rectangular ~ilter o~ bandwidth Be can be ~ound whose area is 
equal to that o~ H(jw) and whose output power (with noise input) 
is the same as that o~ H(jw). 
20 
After finding Be, the output noise power can be set equal to 
N = N B l H( ·w) 1 2 
o e J max 
or, after normalizing, 
N = N B 
o e 
The IF filter type and bandwidth selections are based 
primarily upon a need for minimizing the pulse distortion of the 
received signal. Based on the spectrum of the transmitted pulse, 
the necessary bandwidth is approximately lO MHz. This bandwidth 
would preserve the signal rise time and spectral content of 
the transmitted pulse assuming no distortion attributable to the 
channel that would cause significant spectral "splattering" 
outside this bandwidth, a reasonable assumption. An additional 
consideration is the minimization of the phase distortion 
inherent in filtering. To realize minimum phase error, a linear 
phase characteristic is necessary, i.e., ¢(W) = WT. The 
advantage of such a phase characteristic can be readily seen 
by differentiating ¢(w) 
d¢(w) = T 
dw 
Thus, all frequencies undergo the same time delay through the 
filter, preventing phase dispersion and maintaining input signal 









K is the de gain constant 
0 
The best approximation to such a filter is obtained using the 
Bessel polynomials. 
and for n = 3 
B = l 
0 
B1 = 8 + l 
B = (2n-l) B + 8 2 B 
n n-l n-2 
B3 = 83 + 682 + 158 + 15 
Consequently, the normalized third order Bessel filter is: 
H(s) = 15 (16) 
22 
Generally, normalized filters such as Butterworth, Chebyshev, etc., 
have 3 dB bandwidth of one radian, i.e. H(l) = l/2 but the linear 
phase characteristics of Bessel filters cause a slow amplitude 
roll-off extending the 3 dB point to something greater than w = l. 
This is somewhat of a drawback from a filter design standpoint 
since frequency scaling and lowpass to bandpass trans~ormations 
are more dif~icult than that encountered when Butterworth filters 
are used. However, because of the advantage gained, a third 
order Bessel filter was selected for the IF filter. 
The 3 dB point and the equivalent noise bandwidth B for 
e 
all third order Bessel filters can be computed using the 
normalized lowpass filter, ~requency scaling, and ~ilter 
transformations. Also, the maximum output of a lowpass rilter 
always occurs at = 0 and for the normalized case, H = l, The 
computations are significantly simplified under these conditions. 
The normalized transfer function for the third order Bessel 
filter is 
where 
H(s) = 15 
H( jw) = ___ __:1:;..:5::__ __ _ 
-jw3 - 6w2 + jl5w + 15 
M(w) = 
¢(w) = -l (w
3
-l5w) 
-tan - 2 
15-w 
H(jw) = M(w) ej¢(w) 
The 3 dB point is that at which M(w) = .707 or w = 1.756 rad/sec, 




The integral in Equation (17) has poles in the w-plane and must 
be evaluated using the Cauchy residue method. 
Using the relationship from I7J, 
00 
l 1 I ---n - 21Tj 
-joo 
c(s) c(-s) 
ds d(s) d(-s) 
23 
where 
c(s) n-l = c s + + co 
n-l 
d(s) = d sn + + do n 
It can be shown that 
c; d0 d1 + 
2 
- 2c0 c 2 ) I3 (cl dod3 + c = 
2d0 d3 (dld2 - dod3) 




B = (15) 2 (6) (l) 
e 
2(15) (l) [ (6) (l5) - (l5) (l)] 
B = 6/lO Hz = 3.76 radians/sec 
e 
2 
d2 d3 0 
= 
However, B is the double sided bandwidth and since the 3 dB 
e 
point was solved for the single sided bandwidth, the equivalent 
single sided bandwidth BH 
B 
e 
= -= 2 .3 Hz or 1.88 radians/sec 
and 
BH l.88 
B3 = l. 756 = 
l.07 
24 
Consequently, using the 3 dB bandwidth to approximate the equivalent 
noise bandwidth is valid in most instances and the noise power 
computations can be done using the 3 dB bandwidth with very small 













1. Propagation Mode 
The propagation mode of operation will use the full 
10 MHz bandwidth of the IF filter in order to minimize pulse 
leading edge distortion time. The channel effects will be most 
noticeable here. The noise power present in this bandwidth, 
N10 , can be found using Equation (15) above and the fact that 
N = 4 x l0-21 watts/Hz. 
0 
NlO = No Be 
= (4 x l0-21 )(107) watts 
= 4 x lo-12 watts = -134 dBw = -104 dBm (18) 
2. Ranging Mode 
26 
When operating in the ranging mode the signal bandwidth 
will be reduced to twice the reciprocal of the bit time or 
2 B= - = 1 MHz. T 
(19) 
To obtain this bandwidth requires additional filtering. 
The noise power after such filtering will be reduced to 
(20) 
B. Receiver Noise Figure 
All practical receivers generate noise to some extent. The 
noise figure, F, of a linear system is defined as [9], 
27 
S. /N. s. = available input signal power 
F ln ln ln = S /N 
out out N. available input noise = power ln (KTB) 
= l + liN 
K + B G s = available output signal power 
e out 
N = available output signal power 
out 
K -23 1.38 x 10 joule/degrees 
T = temperature in degreesKelvin 
G = Gain 
A knowledge of the noise figure of an operating receiver is 
important as a measure of its sensitivity. The larger the noise 
figure, the poorer the sensitivity. Consequently it is necessary 
to determine the impact of certain parameters on the noise 
figure in order to assure that the required sensitivity is obtained. 
The receiver consists of various amplifiers, filters and 
mixers arranged in cascade. The noise figure for N stages in cascade 
is [ 9] , 
(21) 
The noise figure F is generally referenced to a standard 
noise temperature T = 290°K. In order to avoid source temperature 
0 
dependence and for convenience an effective noise temperature T 
e 
and 
T = (F l)T ( 22) e 0 
T 
t e (23) = s T 
0 
a relative temperature, t s' can be defined. By computing the 
relative temperature of various receiver configurations the best 
arrangement and required parameter values can be found. 
Using Equations (21) and (22) we have 
T 
e 









It is readily seen that any stage having a large gain 
diminishes the effect that any following stages may have on the 
overall noise temperature. It is desirable therefore to have 
an amplifier as near the antenna as possible. Also if the gain 
for a particular stage is less than unity, in fact a loss, then 
the significance of the following state is increased. For a 
lossy stage then let 
G l (26) = L 
where L = loss (>l) 
28 
If we let the first stage consist of some wideband filtering 
and mismatch losses, the second stage to have a significantly 
large gain, say 20 to 30 dB, and the third stage to be lossy, 
the Equation (25) can be approximated by 
L1 t LlL3ts4 
t t + L t + 
s3 (2'7) = + s sl l s 2 G2 G2 
This is representative of a receiver whose first four stages 
are a filter, an RF amplifier, a mixer and an IF amplifier. 
A sensitivity factor for comparing the impact of each stage 
upon the relative receiver temperature can be found by 




Ll = --= at 
s2 (28) 
at L1 (l + t ) 




at LlL3 = s = 
at G2 
s4 
The usefulness of the sensitivity factors can be demonstrated in 
the following manner. First, compute a value for t by using 
s 
Equation (28). Then lett vary by some amount ~t 
sl sl 




In a similar fashion it is seen that 
~t = 81 ~t + 82~t + s3~t + s4~t s sl s2 s3 s4 (30) 
t/'= t + ~t 
s s s 
Possible parameter values for stages l through 4 of the receiver 
are summarized below. Included is a listing of losses, gain 
29 
and noise figure on a stage by stage basis for use in determining 
the effective noise temperature of the receiver. The values in 
30 
the table are representative of the range of characteristics for 
individual stages of the receiver. 
Possible Parameter Values 
STAGE l STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 
Loss NF (dB) Loss NF 
(dB) Ll=Fl t (dB) F t G2 (dB) L3=F3 t (dB) F t 
sl s2 s3 s2 
ldB 1.25 .25 4 2.51 1.51 30/ 5 3.16 2.16 2 1.59 
-59 
20 
2dB 1.59 .59 5 3.16 2.16 30/ 7 5 4 4 2.51 1.51 
20 
3dB 2 l 6 4 3 30/ 10 10 9 6 4 
20 
The values in the first row represent best case values and yield 
the lowest effective receiver temperature. All other combinations 
result in increased temperatures and the amount of the increase 
due to changing the parameter of a particular stage can be 
computed using the sensitivity factor of that stage. Using the 
values in row l, the T was found to be 
e 
Using this T as a baseline, the effects of first and second 
e 
stage variations are shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). It is easily 
seen that moderate increase in either lst stage loss or the noise 
figure of the second stage causes significant increases in the 
receiver temperature. Thus care must be taken to assure that a 
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L1 = 1 dB 
F2 = 4 dB 
F 4 = 4 dB 
are used. 
From the noise temperature Equation it is apparent that a 
very high gain in stage 2 essentially eliminates the noise 
contribution of succeeding stages. The noise temperature 
computed using only the first two stages could be used to 
represent possible lower limit values. If a reasonable gain 
is assumed for stage 2, 20 to 30 dB, then the effects of the 
third and fourth stages are minimized but must still be taken 
into account. The sensitivity factors are valid for 
approximating receiver temperature only for small changes in 
the variables. Since it is desirable to understand the 
effect of large gain changes in stage 2, the temperature must 
be recomputed for each value of gain. Figure 4(c) shows the 
noise temperature changes due to gain changes. Also shown in 
Figure 4(c) is the effect of different mixer conversion losses. 
The temperature changes due to changes in the noise figure of 
the fourth stage were not plotted since the parameter value 
used is easily obtained. 
It is apparent that the second stage gain may be as low as 
20 dB without seriously degrading the receiver noise temperature. 
However, an improvement of approximately l00°K is realized if 
the gain is 30 dB. As long as the gain is at least 20 dB, 
mixer conversion loss variations between 5 to lO dB cause less 
than a 50°K rise in receiver noise temperature. 
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V. ANALYSIS OF DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
Two waveforms are to be used for purposes of the experiment. 
One of the waveforms is a long pulse of RF energy with fast 
rise and fall times and consequently of a large bandwidth centered 
on the carrier frequency. The second signal is a burst of RF 
energy of fixed duration that has phase shift keyed (PSK) modula-
tion. The RF pulse is to be used to determine the channel 
response and the PSK signals will be used for range measurements. 
To be of value, both signals must be linearly processed, that is, 
no limiting or phase distortion may be introduced by the 
receiver without destroying the desired information. 
One means of assuring that the desired information is 
recovered is to use the coherent detector [5 ]. This detector is 
realized when the incoming signal is identical in frequency and 
phase to a local reference frequency and the two are heterodyned 
together. The resultant output occurs at baseband, that is, 
the difference frequency is zero. Since a means of assuring that 
the two signals are phase and frequency synchronized is not 
available the alternate detectors described below were used to 
achieve the best detector characteristics possible for the 
selected implementations. 
A. Quadrature Envelope Detector 
If the frequency and phase of the incoming signal are not 
known precisely enough to employ coherent detection then some of 
its advantages may be realized using the Quadrature Envelope 
Detector shown in Figure 5. Let the input signal x1 (t) be 
P3142 







QUADRATURE ENVELOPE DETECTOR 
FIGURE 5 
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X (t) = (2A) 1 / 2 l sin (w t + 9 ) + n1 (t) 0 l 
Then after filtering the output is 
X2 (t) = (2A)l/2 I Hl ( jwo) I sin (w t 
0 
+ 9 ) + n (t) 2 2 
where 92 = 91 + argument of H(jw0 ) 
n2 is bandlimited by H(jw ) to BH 0 
and the noise spectral density, 8 , is 
n2n2 
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is A 
NoBH 
Now, from Figure 5 the two signals 
\12 sin (wht + 9 3 ) 
\12 cos (wht + 9 3 ) 
are used for heterodyning with the input signal. The mixer 
outputs become 
v1 (t) = A112 1H ( ·w ) l l J o· cos [(w0 - wh) t + (92- 93)] 
-A112 JH (jw )I l 0 cos [(w0 + wh)t + (g2+ g3)] + n 3 ( t) 
c 
v 2 (t) = A1 / 2 1H(jw0 )lsin [(w0 - wh)t + (92 - 9 3 )J 
-A112 !H(jw )I sin [(w 
0 0 + wh)t + 9 2 + 93] + n 4 ( t) 
s 
The signals v1 (t) and v 2 (t) contain the sum and difference 
frequencies obtained through the mixing or heterodyning action. 
To obtain baseband signals, that is, with no carrier component 
the difference frequency obtained must be wd = 0. By letting 
wh = w0 in the equations for v 1 (t) and v 2 (t), wd the difference 
frequency can be made wd = 0 and the amplitude and phase 
35 
information is preserved. An appropriate low pass filter (LPF) 
is needed to eliminate the sum frequency components. After such 
filtering the outputs are 
y 1 (t) = A112 1H1 (jw0 )l H2 (o) cos 9 4 + nc(t) 
y 2 (t) = A112 1H1 (jw0 )l H2 (o) sin 9 4 + ns(t) 
( 34) 
Referring to Equation (31) it is seen that originally four bands 
of frequencies were used to specify the signals, taking into 
account both positive and negative frequencies. Now, however, 
since the difference frequency, wd, is zero the two low frequency 
portions combined into one centered on zero frequency. Because of 
this, the baseband bandwidth is one-half the RF bandwidth and 
the combined noise spectra add together. The signal components 
either add or subtract depending upon the phase relationship of 
the two frequencies, that is, the value of 94 = 9 2 - 9 3 . 
From Equation (34) the noise spectral density for n 3 is 








The LPF output signals also have a zero frequency component 
and the output signal power density is 
S =A !H1 (jw0 )! 2 !H2 (o)! 2 E(cos 2 g 4) o(f) ylyl 
where E{ } is the expected value of { } 






If the bandwidth of the LPF and the signal are B, then the 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of each channel can be determined 
by 
SNR 
assuming that H1 and H2 are maximum at w0 and 0 respectively, we 
have 
SNR A A (35) = = 2N0 BL NoBH 
since 
BH = 2BL. 
Continuing with the detector the next step is to input the two 
signals into the square law device. Letting 
kl/2 = Hl(jwo) H2(o) 
we have as the input signals 
yl(t) = kl/2Al/2 cos g4 + n (t) c 
y2(t) = kl/2Al/2 sin g4 + n (t) s 
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If the square law devices are characterized by z 2 = by , the 
output signals are 
z1 (t) = b[kA cos 28 4 + 2k112A112 nc(t) cos 84 + n~(t)] 
z2(t) = b[kA sin2 94 + 2kl/2Al/2 ns(t) sin 94 + n~(t)] 
(36) 
Since the input processes are independent with zero means, the 
means of the outputs are 
E{z1 (t)} = b[E(kA cos2 94) + E(n~(t)] 
E{z 2 (t)} = b[E(kA sin2 94 ) + E(n;(t)] 
(37) 
The desired output is z(t) = z1 + z 2 ; adding the two we 
have 
z (t) = b[kA + 2~ (n (t) cos 8 4 + n (t) sin c s 
From Figure (5 ) and Equations (37) and (38) 
nc(t) = n (t) cos 8 4 
ns(t) = n (t) sin e4 
Substituting into (38) 
z(t) = b[kA + 2 ~ n(t) + n 2 (t)] 
which is typical of square law detection. 
The expected value of z(t) is 
E(z) = b [kA + o 2 J 
n 
and from [ 9 ] 






and the variance is 
2 2 2 2 4 
= 2b Ik A + kAa 2 + (J J 0 z ~ n n 
The input signal to noise ratio is 
(SNR). 
l 
= A A A 
0 n2 = N0 BH = 2N0 BL 
and the output signal to noise ratio can be determined by observing 




Notice that the first term in the denominator increases as a 
function of signal power and that the second is merely a function 
of noise alone. It is interesting to note that the ratio between 
these two terms in the denominator is twice the input signal to 
noise power ratio as shown below. 
(41) 
The signal to noise ratios previously discussed pertain to 
the single pulse case and, since the detector is shown to be 
equivalent to a square law detector, provide no justification 
for the selection of the quadrature detector over a simple square 
law detector. However in practice the receiver is configured 
with samplers between the low pass filters and the square law 
devices. The sampled signals then undergo analog to digital 
(A/D) conversion and are recorded or stored for further processing. 
This technique provides a large number of samples for each of the 
selected sampling points. From Figure 6(a) we have a single 
pulse waveform that has been sampled N times. If the sample 
spacing is proper then the received signal can be re-
constructed using only the sample values. For the case 
shown in Figure 6(b) if the statistics are stationary the 
signal reconstructed from the N sequential samples will be 
the same as that from the N samples of the single waveform. In 
each of these cases a single reconstructed waveform is realized 
but the impact on the hardware requirements is significantly 
different. In the first case the minimum bandwidth required 
to process the sampled data is on the order of the reciprocal 
of the sample spacing. In the second case the widest bandwidth 
required is that necessary to preserve the characteristics of 
the pulse. However a very accurate time base is required to 
assure proper sample indexing from one pulse to the next. 
Since a very accurate time base is already a requirement for 
accurate range measurement no additional requirements are being 
imposed. 
Using the technique of Figure 6(b) an additional advantage 
can be realized by extending the pulse train beyond the N pulses 
necessary to reconstruct a single waveform by causing the 
position of the N + 1 sample to coincide with that of the 1st 
sample. If this process is repeated n times then n sample values 
will exist for each of the N samples. Consequently a signal can 
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Each point A(N) on the wavef'orm L:A(j) will consist of' 
j=l 
A(N) = [(1_ t a.J 2 + (l t b.) 2 ] l/2 
n n=l l n i=l l 
42 
where a., b. represent the sample values of' the quadrature channels. 
l l 
This is shown in Figure 6(c). This technique allows a processing 
gain to be realized, or more precisely, since the samples of' the 
noise process are uncorrelated the variance of' the noise process 







where n is the number of' samples. 2 Thus, since 0 is the 
denominator of' the expression f'or the signal to noise (SNR) 
power ratio 









and a f'actor of' n improvement (in decibels lO log ~dB) is realized 
This improvement in SNR realized through sampling and averaging 
the quadrature channel outputs justif'ies the use of' the quad-
rature detector. 
B. Correlation Detector 
The ability of' a receiver to detect signals and perf'orm 
parameter estimation is limited by noise. Consequently, since 
a matched f'ilter receiver maximizes the signal to noise ratio 
it is usually selected on the basis of' providing the best performance 
achievable. This selection must be made carefully however since 
in general, matched filters are not realizable and the output 
signal differs significantly from the input signal. For time 
of arrival (range) estimation the signal shape is not of utmost 
importance, thus a matched filter can be used without penalty. 
Skolnick [5] has shown that the frequency responses of 
a matched filter is 
H(w) = S*(w) exp(-j2nfTl) (42) 
J(00s(T) exp(-j2nfT)dT 
-00 
where s( f) = 
Tl = fixed value of time at which signal is observed 
and that the maximum SNR is twice the signal energy divided by 
the noise power density or 




From the error analysis performed by Skolnick for a pulsed system 






T = pulse width 
B = Bandwidth of the IF filter 
T = risetime = l/B 
r 
S = signal power = E/T 
N = noise power = N B 
0 
(44) 
From such considerations selecting a matched filter receiver 
implementation is desirable since the dominant characteristic, 
maximizing the SNR, in turn minimizes range error. 
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1. Signal to Noise Improvement 
Once the receiver selection is made the signal character-
istics can be modified to improve performance. For example it is 
seen that signal energy is an important consideration in minimizing 
range error. Since all transmitters are essentially peak power 
limited, lengthening the time duration of a signal can be used 
to increase the energy it contains. Usually, for example, in 
a pulsed transmitter, a coincident decreases in bandwidth exists. 
If such is the case we see from Equation (44) that no improve-
ment in performance is realized. This factor can be overcome by 
employing wideband modulation techniques thus maintaining a 
wide bandwidth and at the same time, increasing the energy content 
of the signal. When wideband modulation techniques are used, 
the modulation signal must have "good" autocorrelation properties, 
that is, a large peak to sidelobe ratio in order to realize a 
significant improvement. The Barker code discussed earlier was 
selected specifically for these reasons. 







this waveform is 
and 














Equation (7) we seen that the matched filter for 
just the complex conjugate of F(w) or F*(w) 
N (exp(-2nik:0 )-~ L exp ( 21Tikn!::!.__) (46) a n w 
n=l 0 
This function F*(w) can be iEplemented using an N bit bandpass 
delay line of the form shown in Figure ( 7) , where the taps b 
n 
have the same values as the modulation bits and are arranged in 
the reverse time se~uence, 
The implementation must be done in the following manner. 




-w + w 
0 
must be approximated by a bandpass filter having a small damping 










If the middle term of the denominator is very small then it can 
be ignored, obtaining 





which is the desired result except for a constant factor, 
and the necessary constant can be obtained by a gain adjustment. 
In the second term we have 
exp(-2nik~) - l. 
w 
0 















a(t) COS (w t +) + n (t) 










kT 0 = Tl = bit length 
The sum o~ the N bits is 
and the product o~ the 2nd and 3rd terms is 
p 23 = iWTl + iWTl iW2Tl + + a 1 - a 1 e a 2e -a2e ---
+ a eiw(n-l)T1 _ a eiwnT1 
n n 
where eiwTl is merely a time delay operator. 
Thus P23 can be rewritten as 
and these two terms corresponding to this product can certainly 
be implemented using a tapped delay line of tap spacing T1 . 
The output signal from the summing ampli~ier will be of the 
~orm 
X(w) = F(w) F*(w) = F(w) F(-w) 
or 
This integral is de~ined to be the time autocorrelation function. 
Consequently the output signal is the autocorrelation of the input 
signal which is shown in Equation (5) except for a shift in 
frequency, i.~. 
Using this relation we see that ck is simply the envelope 
of the output signal from the correlator and the output signal 
has the desirable characteristics of 
l) good autocorrelation properties 
2) wideband modulation bandwidth with N times as 
much energy as a single pulse. 
The peak output signal voltage may be written as Ns.(t) if 
~ 
s.(t) is considered as the input signal and the noise output 
~ 
voltage as~ n.(t) since the noise is uncorrelated from tap to 
~ 
tap. Consequently, the improvement in the signal to noise power 
ratio attained by using the wideband correlator is 
(SNR) = 
0 





= i ~ 




where (i)i = the input SNR 
and a processing gain equivalent to the number of taps has been 
realized. In decibels that is 
For N = ll 
G = lO logN p 
G ~ lO.l dB 
p 
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2. Range Measurement 
In Equation (44) the variance of the range measure-
ment is shown to be a function of the signal-to-noise power ratio 
and of the receiver bandwidth. This result, arrived at in a 
straight forward fashion, is in good agreement with the results 
of many studies for deriving the TOA accuracy of an optimum 
processor for a bandlimited pulse. On this basis the equation 
t 2 
= r 
(~)o = processor output SNR 
N 
is used as the variance of the range measurement. The variance 
2 
of the range measurement, crt , is plotted for various values of 
receiver input signal to noise ratios in Figure (8). 
A more sophisticated treatment of the range measuring 
performance can be found in the treatment of time jitter in 
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VI. HARDWARE DESIGN 
The hardware design task consists essentially of designing 
two separate receivers performing diverse functions. The two 
functions may be performed at different times and on two 
frequencies. Because of this some components may be time-
shared. In addition since both functions are performed at both 
RF frequencies it is possible to frequency-share some RF 
components. This will minimize the amount of hardware required 
at the cost of added operator manipulations. In order to 
minimize cost and development time, existing hardware must be 
used where possible, and when the required hardware does not 
exist, "off-the-shelf" components should be used. 
Because of the nature of the experiment to be conducted a 
communication link analysis cannot be thoroughly performed. 
However, an estimate of the minimum signal levels to be 
.encountered predicts approximately -80 dBm for propagation mode 
and -98 dBm for the ranging mode. Consequently the goals for 
receiver performance are primarily limited to providing 
maximum sensitivity, or as low a noise figure as possible, and 
minimum signal distortion. The dynamic range required of the 
receiver, based on previous studies of propagation losses, is 
not within the present state of the art. Since automatic gain 
control circuitry, normally used to provide a wide dynamic range 
capability, tends to cause signal distortion, such circuitry 
cannot be used due to possible deleterious effects on the 
measurements. A manual gain control is provided for operator 
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adjustment. 
A. Block Diagram 
The receiver must receive and process signals transmitted 
at two carrier frequencies, 1545 MHz and 375 MHz. On each 
frequency a pulsed signal or a PSK modulated waveform may be 
received. In order to minimize the hardware required a common 
IF amplifier operating at 45 MHz will be used. The outputs of 
two local oscillators, one operating at 1500 MHz and one at 420 
MHz, will be heterodyned with incoming signals to obtain the 
intermediate frequency, thus allowing the signals in each RF 
channel to be processed by one IF amplifier. Both RF channels 
will have a bandpass filter (BPF) to attenuate out-of-band 
signals in order to minimize adjacent channel interference. 
These filters must have sufficient bandwidth to minimize their 
effect on the overall receiver bandwidth and their contribution 
to receiver noise figure. Each channel will have a pre-amplifier 
operating at the carrier frequency. These devices should have 
low noise figures and gain sufficient to minimize the effects 
of succeeding stages on receiver noise figure. The important 
of such devices has been pointed out earlier. The local 
oscillators required for heterodyning must have good frequency 
and phase stability since deviations present in these signals 
are added to the received signal through the heterodyning action. 
Highly accurate local oscillators can be realized by deriving 
their signals from the atomic oscillator through frequency 
multiplication. Signals obtained in this fashion will be 
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suitable for frequency references throughout the receiver. 
The IF amplifier, in addition to providing gain, will act 
as the overall receiver filter. The filtering action will be 
provided by a Bessel filter whose bandwidth is lO MHz. The 
output of the amplifier will be coupled to either the quadrature 
envelope detector or the delay line correlator as selected by 
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the operator. This selection is made by operating the coaxial 
switch following the IF amplifier. In the correlator mode further 
filtering and mixing action is required to obtain a 2 MHz 
carrier frequency for inputting to the correlator. The correlator 
output is the autocorrelation of the coded waveform and has a 
peak amplitude of one volt. When the quadrature envelope detector 
is selected the IF amplifier output is fed directly to the two 
channels of the detector. After heterodyning the resultant 
signals are lowpass filtered and amplified to obtain a peak 
output of 0.75 volts. The two quadrature channel outputs or the 
correlator output is made available for sampling by the operation 
of the coaxial switch. A block diagram of the receiver 
implementation is shown in Figure (9 ). 
B. RF-IF Circuitry 
The RF circuitry was primarily selected from existing hard-
ware. Each component or device selected had to be tested to 
assure that its performance was adequate for the application. 
l. Filters 
The RF filters are intended primarily to eliminate 






























































receiver. These filters must have a relatively flat response 
over the receiver bandwidth so as not to affect the receiver 
transfer characteristic. Additionally, the insertion loss 
must not be appreciable in order to minimize the effect on 
receiver noise figure. Consequently, the following criteria 
were established: 
Insertion Loss: 
l dB Bandwidth: 
3 dB Bandwidth: 
Impedance: 
< l dB 
> 12 MHz 
> 20 MHz 
50~ (Input and Output) 
Based on these criteria two Telonic tubular bandpass filters 
were selected. Those selected were the TCA-1545 and TBP-375. 
Each has a 3 dB bandwidth of 20 MHz and an insertion loss of 
l dB. 
Filtering was also required in the local oscillator 
outputs in order to avoid spurious responses due to sidebands 
present in these outputs. 
Since each local oscillator (LO) frequency is derived 
from a 5 MHz source it is quite likely that the spectrum will 
contain a 5 MHz component. Generally, these signals are at 
least 50 dB below the desired output and are of little concern. 
However, each LO frequency also has, as a submultiple, a 
frequency close to the IF frequency. Consequently, a narrow-
band filter is employed to eliminate the possibility of coupling 
such signals to the IF amplifier. The criteria established 
for the filters are: 
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Insertion Loss: 6 dB or less 
3 dB Bandwidth: < 10 MHz 
Number of Poles: 7 (assures steep roll-off) 
The insertion loss is limited by the power that can be provided 
by the local oscillator and that required to drive the mixer. 
6 dB was determined to be the maximum loss that could be with-




The primary function of the pre-amplifiers is to provide 
sufficient gain at the receiver front end to minimize the 
deleterious effects of succeeding stages on the receiver noise 
figure. For the pre-amplifiers to be effective they must have 
a low noise figure themselves. From Figure (4b) and (4c) the 
effects of pre-amplifier gain and noise figure on receiver 
performance can be determined. Using the figure as a guide the 
following pre-amplifier performance goals were established. 
Gain: 
Noise Figure (NF): 
Bandwidth: 
Impedance: 
> 25 dB 
> 5 dB 
flat response (+0.5 dB) 
over a 20 MHz range 
centered on the carrier 
frequency. 
son terminations 
Using these criteria a variety of devices were available that 
had a gain of 25 dB and a NF of 5 dB. These devices were primarily 
for very wide band (bandwidths on the order of hundreds of 
megahertzs) applications, a characteristic of off-the-shelf RF 
pre-amplifiers. Tests were conducted to assure that the 
responses of the selected amplifiers were flat over the band-
width of the filters preceding them. 
Since devices with the desired characteristics were 
readily available, consideration was given to the respective 
power levels delivered to the common IF amplifier by each of 
the RF channels. This power level should not depend upon which 
channel is being used. Therefore the total gain from the 
antenna to the IF amplifier must be the same for each channel. 
Since this total gain includes both the RF pre-amplifier gain 
and the mixer conversion loss, the two devices cannot be 
considered separately. When the selected mixers were tested to 
determine conversion losses the UHF mixer had 5 dB more loss 
than the L-band mixer. Consequently, the UHF pre-amplifier gain 





















2.0:l (50~ terminations) 
+0.75 dB (over a lOO MHz 
range) 
3. Local Oscillators, Mixers and Switches 
Due to the stringent time and frequency stability 
requirements discussed previously a Hewlett-Packard Cesuim Beam 
Frequency Standard, model E2l-506lA is employed. This device 
has a 5 MHz output and a l MHz output, each of which can be used 
as a timing signal or as a frequency reference. 
In order to convert the information received at RF 
carrier frequencies to an intermediate frequency where it is 
more easily processed, two local oscillators are used. These 
local oscillator output frequencies must be spaced 45 MHz from 
the carrier frequencies and have output power levels sufficient 
to drive mixers, nominally +5 dBm. In order to have frequency 
and phase stability the oscillators should be referenced to the 
output of the cesium standard. In general, local oscillators 
can be referenced to master oscillators by using phase locked 
loops, frequency multiplier chains, or a combination of the two. 
Since previously designed frequency multiplier chains requiring 
5 MHz inputs and providing the required output frequencies of 
l500 MHz and 420 MHz already existed, these devices were used. 
Figure (lO) shows the block diagram of the multiplier chains 
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X3 r-- X2 ~ 1500 MHz 
X2 PWR r- AMP - 420 MHz 
6o 
used and their outputs. 
The 1500 MHz local oscillator has been designed 
specifically to drive a Sage 22523F mixer in a very efficient 
manner. Tests were performed to determine the loss when converting 
from RF to IF. The measured value was 5 dB. Because of this 
low loss the Sage mixer was used. 
The UHF mixer was selected from laboratory models 
previously purchased for general usage. Since none of these 
devices were designed to operate at the specific carrier and 
local oscillator frequencies the conversion loss was larger in 
the UHF channel thatn in the L-band channel. In order to avoid 
this power unbalance a device, the Hewlett-Packard 10514A, was 
selected that had a conversion loss of 10 dB and the 5 dB 
difference in the two channels was avoided by increasing the 
gain required of the UHF pre-amplifier by 5 dB. Selection of 
these devices completed the receiver RF section. Two RF 
channels of equal gain are provided, each having an output signal 
frequency of 45 MHz. Since a common IF was to be employed a 
coaxial switch was provided to allow the operator to select the 
RF channel of interest. In this fashion the IF amplifier is connected 
to one of the RF channels at all times. By coupling a wafer 
switch to the coaxial switch rotor the coaxial switch position 
is monitored and recorded automatically assuring that proper 
data evaluation can be conducted. This minimizes possible 
operator error. 
4. IF Amplifier and Filter 
The functions of the IF section of the receiver are 
to provide sufficient gain so that small incoming signals can 
be processed at reasonable levels for detection purposes and to 
establish the overall receiver transfer characteristics. These 
functions imply amplification and filtering. The amplification 
required is of a linear nature, that is, free from limiting and 
distortion and the filtering is to be of the bandpass type with 
as near a linear phase characteristic as possible. It is 
desirable to use integrated circuit (IC) amplifiers since the 
component count will be significantly reduced. The gain 
required of the IF amplifier is 60 dB and the 3 dB bandwidth is 
10 MHz. 
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The integrated circuit selected for use in the amplifier 
is the Motorola MC 1550G. This device is a high gain, minimum 
feedback amplifier with a wide age range and is capable of wide-
band IF operation at 45 MHz. It consists of a common-emitter, 
common-base pair with a gain control transistor and the necessary 
biasing circuitry. Information sufficient to characterize the 
device as a two-port black box is readily available from the 
manufacturer in the form of its y-parameters. 
At 45 MHz the y-parameters are: 
yll = 2.0 +jl.8 mmhos 
yl2 "' 0 
y21 = 16-j21 mmhos 
y22 = 0.01 + j 0.55 mmhos 
and the maximum power gain can be computed using the vendor 
supplied equation, 
where: R { } indicates the real part of { } 
e 
y' 22 includes device and load values 
Since more than one stage will be required to obtain a total 
gain of 60 dB, then the bandwidth of each stage must be much 
larger than the desired bandwidth of the amplifier. The band-
width of each stage can be computed using the relation 
where x =~and n is the number of stages. 
n 
(48) 
The total bandwidth was selected as l3 MHz, 3 MHz 
wider than that of the IF bandpass filter. Consequently the 
bandwidth of each stage was computed to be 
BW t = 30 MHz s age 
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Using Equation (48) and assuming four stages make up the amplifier 
then the gain required of each stage is l5 dB, 
GT = l5 dB 
or 






Solving, RL = 350~, which is the minimum load resistance 
(min) 
necessary to assure that at least 15 dB of gain is achieved. 
Higher resistances may be used. 
In order to achieve maximum power transfer the input 
and output impedances of each device must be matched. In 
addition tuned interstage circuitry is necessary to assure the 
proper frequency of operation and bandwidth. An example of the 
design rationale is give below. 
Source Impedance 50~ 
Y = 2.0 + J. 1.8 mmhos ll 
y = 20 mmhos 
s 
Since y 11 and ys are not equal the source impedance 
will be transformed using a tuned circuit having the characteristics 
l BW = 2'1TRC 
The desired result is 
l 
F = 
o 2'1T LC 
Y' = 2.0 - J. 1.8 mmhos = y* 
s ll 
where * denotes complex conjugate. Yil is equivalent to at 50~ 
resistor in parallel with an inductance of 2 uh. Using the 
relation for bandwidth and the fact that the input circuitry 
and the device together result in a resistance of 250~, the 
total capacitance required is 22 p~, of which 1 pf is contributed 
by the device. The rest must be added externally. The inductance 
required can be computed using the relation for the center 
frequency. 
These calculations resulted in the following component 
values: 
L1 = .42 uh 
c1 = 25 pf 
c2 = 20 pf 
The interstage circuitry en be treated in much the 
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same fashion. The load resistance of one stage can be used to 
match the real part of the input impedance of the following 
stage. Using the relationship for bandwidth the additional 
capacitance necessary can be computed and from the equation 
for center frequency the inductance required can be found. 
The following component values and the schematic in Figure (ll) 
reflect the results of the calculations. 
R1 : 50on 
L 2 = .68 uh 
Following the IF amplifier is the IF filter. The 
Bessel filter was selected for its linear phase characteristic 
as mentioned previously. From the calculations made for noise 
bandwidth the 3 dB bandwidth was shown to be essentially 
equivalent to the noise bandwidth for a third order Bessel filter. 
Because of this equality the third order filter was selected for 
use in the receiver. 
The transfer function of the third order Bessel filter 
is 
H(s) = l5 
Typical synthesis techniques for terminated filters were used 








Cl = 9-35pf 
C = Spf 
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L 1 = L2 = 0.42j_th 
L = 0.68flh 
R =soon 
function. The values for the three normalized components were 
found to be 
cl = 1/6 farads 
L = 36/75 henries 
c2 = 5/6 farads 
As was shown in the discussion of noise bandwidth the 3 dB 
bandwidth of the normalized Bessel filter does not occur at 
one radian per second. Consequently when the usual steps of 
lowpass to bandpass transformation and frequency scaling were 
undertaken. A bandwidth scale factor had to be employed. The 
bandwidth scale factor used was 1.7. During the lowpass to 
bandpass transformation each capacitor is transformed into a 
parallel resonant circuit and each inductor becomes a series 
resonant circuit. The values calculated for the bandpass filter 
were 
LL = .65 uh 
CL = 19.7 pf 
Lc = .141 uh 
1 
cc = 90 pf 
l 
Lc = 28 nanohenries 
2 
cc = 450 pf 
2 
The values given have also been scaled for impedance levels to 
obtain 50~ input and output impedances. This filter was 
implemented using hand wound inductors on a toroidal coil form 
of ferrite material and 30 gauge transformer wire. The devices 
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were measured to assure that the proper inductances and high 
"Q" values were obtained. 
It should be pointed out that the design employed in 
this particular ~ilter is of limited value. Steps should be 
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taken to avoid series resonant circuits such as the one in this 
~ilter. This type o~ circuit is very susceptable to stray capacit-
ance and lead inductances. Most filter handbooks describe 
techniques that may be used to transform this series resonant 
circuit into a parallel resonant circuit that is much less 
susceptible to such problems. 
While the design may have undesirable features the 
~ilter performance was satisfactory. Figure (l2) shows the 
~requency response o~ the IF amplifier and the frequency response 
of the cascaded IF amplifier and filter. Both devices performed 
quite satis~actorily and were easily tuned. Another filter of 
narrower bandwidth was constructed using the same design 
techniques. Since the bandwidth was reduced by 80% the circuit 
"Q" increased accor<'Ungly. This particular design was found 
to unusable. This was attributed primarily to the influence 
of stray capacitance. 
C. Range Processor Circuit Design 
Implementation of the matched filter for the ranging signal 
requires essentially three separate circuits arranged in cascade. 
These three circuits are a bandpass filter, a bandpass tapped 
delay line, and a summing amplifer. In each of the first two 
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the implementation. The first problem arose during the filter 
design but this factor was easily over come by properly 
specifying the damping factor. The second problem arose during 
the design of the bandpass tapped delay line. The delay term, 
K exp(-jwt0 ), indicates a fixed gain, K, and a fixed delay, t , 
0 
implying a linear phase characteristic. In practice, most 
realizations depart radically from this specification. Additionally 
this delay needs to be implemented in a bandpass fashion rather 
than the usual lowpass fashion, implying that it should be done 
at the IF frequency. A survey of available delay lines operating 
at 45 MHz showed that such devices generally had dispersive phase 
characteristics and high insertion losses and could not be used 
in the desired manner. The alternative was to reduce the center 
frequency of the signal to the video band. However, delay lines 
for this frequency band were generally of the lowpass variety. 
Tests were conducted to determine if such lines could operate in 
the bandpass. mode. The results showed that such operation was 
possible if a center frequency of approximately 2 MHz and a 
signal bandwidth of l MHz or less were used. This mode of 
operation was selected for the receiver. 
Recent work done in the area of microwave acoustics indicates 
that future hardware designs of such signal processors may be 
realized at IF frequencies or even RF frequencies with considerable 
improvements over the design herein. These signal processors will 
employ surface wave delay lines having piezoelectric substrates 
with metallic coatings to perform filtering and delay functions. 
Using such techniques, conjugate matched filters can be easily 
realized since lumped constant circuit elements are not involved. 
The November, 1969, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and 
Techniques has several articles that discuss the on-going 
research in this new field. 
l. Local Oscillator Phase Locked Loop 
In order to obtain a 2 MHz carrier frequency from the 
IF output at 45 MHz, a local oscillator signal was needed to 
heterodyne with the IF. An existing 47 MHz voltage controlled 
crystal oscillator (VCXO) was available for such use. In order 
to insure that this mixing action did not introduce frequency 
or phase perturbations into the received signal the VCXO should 
be phase locked to the cesium beam frequency standard. However 
since 47 MHz, the VCXO output frequency, is not harmonically 
related to the 5 MHz output of the cesium standard the 1 MHz 
signal had to be used as a reference frequency. 
Phase locked loops (PLL) consist primarily of a phase 
detector, a loop filter and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). 
An error signal is obtained from the phase detector, fed to the 
filter and the filtered signal is used to control the VCO output 
frequency (phase). The phase detector inputs must have 
essentially the same frequency and the loop then operates to 
minimize the error signal. The block diagram of the PLL is 
shown in Figure (13). A second order loop having a triangular 
error function was selected since it offered unconditional 





















and its error function most nearly approximates the ideal. All 
signals used in the PLL have very high signal to noise ratios 
allowing a deterministic solution to be used. 
Contrary to most applications the lock-up (acquisition) 
time of the loop is not for utmost importance. However the lock-
in frequency range is important and must encompass the entire 
frequency range of operation of the oscillator. In addition the 
hold-in range should also be nearly as large as the frequency 
range of the VCXO. 
From the block diagram the expression for the error 
signal, e, is 
and 
e "" 
¢ + 45¢1-¢2 ;; 
l 2 
¢2 "" l K F(s) e s 0 
Substituting for e we have 
;; 
47 k F(s) 
0 
28 + K F(s) 
0 
where K is the characteristic of the VCXO 
0 
F(s) is the loop filter transfer function 
For a second order loop 
F(s) T 8 + l ;; 2 
S(T + l T2) + l 
and T2 ;; R2 c 
Tl ;; Rl c 
and the loop transfer function H(s) is 
Sw (27; - w ) 2 H(s) n + w ;; n 47 K 
0 
82 + 27; s + 2 w w 
n n 
(50) 
where w is the natural :frequency o:f the loop n 
I;; is the damping :factor 
2 47 K 
w = 0 n 
+ T Tl 2 (51) 
l 
(T2 _l_) I;; = -w + 2 n 47K 
0 
The loop noise bandwidth :for a second order loop is shown to 
be [ 12], 
Using this equation it can be shown that the loop noise bandwidth 
is minimized :for z;; = 0.5 and 
= w 2 
n 
Using the high :frequency gain o:f the :filter the lock-in :frequency 
~wL can be de:fined as 
47 K 
= 0 2 = 
Tl + T2 
and :for z;; = l/2, ~wL = wn. 
21;; w 
n 
Upon examination o:f the two previous results it is seen that a 
narrow bandwidth and a wide lock-in range are not compatible. 
ConsequentJ_y, the lock-in :frequency was selected on the 
basis o:f the maximum deviation possible :from the VCXO center 
:frequency. This value is ~:f = 2.5 KHz. 
However a:fter testing the VCXO with a grounded input 
it was :found that its :frequency a:fter a short warm-up interval 
was always within 80 Hz o:f the center :frequency. This value was 
selected as the :frequency lock-in range and 
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l'!.w = (2 ) (so) Hz = 500 rad/sec L 
and BL = 250 Hz 
Since w = 
n !'!.wL for 1;; = l/2 
the filter design was undertaken using 
2 47 K 0 
w = n Tl + T2 
+ 
246 X 103 
Tl T2 = = 
2.46 X 105 
The component values necessary were 
Using the equation 
and t;; = 1/2 
R1 + R2 = 1.51K~ 
C = 660 uf 
1 
1;; = - w 2 n 
1.0 sec 
2 ~as found to be -r 2 = 2 milliseconds and 
These components represent the critical elements of 
the phase locked loop. The phase detector employed is a simple 
arrangement o~ ~our gates in a single package to implement the 
exclusive or ~unction. 
A ~lip-~lop circuit is used to per~orm the divide by 
t~o shown in the block diagram. The actual circuitry is shown in 
schematic ~orm in the same ~igure. The squaring circuits shown 
in the diagram are used to convert sine wave signals to pulses 
of the same frequency and the amplifier is used to perform level 
shifting of the filtered signal to the level required by the 
vcxo. 
2. Tapped Delay Line 
To build the delay line matched filter for an 11 bit 
Barker coded waveform required a minimum of 20 microseconds delay. 
Since tapped video delay line bandwidth decreases as the delay 
time increases~ it was necessary to use 20 delay lines of one 
microsecond each in order to provide sufficient bandwidth and 
risetime characteristics. 
The signal into the delay line consists of ll bits 
modulating a pulse 22 microseconds long. Each bit is 2 micro-
seconds long and its value of + l is indicated by the carrier 
phase, 0 degrees for a +l and 180 degrees for a -1. The bits 
are used to modulate the carrier in a fixed sequence of 
+l~ +l, +l~ -1, -1, -1, +1, -1, -1, +l, -1, and each change of 
polarity in the sequence indicates a 180 degree phase change in 
the carrier. In order to achieve the desired correlation peak, 
delay line tap outputs must be provided at 2 microsecond intervals 
and the tap polarity sequence must be opposite in time to that 
of the received signal. 
The delay lines selected have a bandwidth of 5 MHz, a 
risetime of 10 nanoseconds, an insertion loss of approximately 
3 dB and an impedance to 500~. Because of the insertion loss 
and since the phase response of such devices is not entirely 
linear, it was necessary to add amplifiers and phase compensation 
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circuitry between successive delay stages. The device selected 
for amplifying the signal was an integrated circuit, the RCA 
CA 3023. Its maximum bandwidth is in excess of 20 MHz and it 
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has a maximum gain of approximately 35 dB. The gain is determined 
by an external feedback resistor but can also be voltage controlled. 
Its input impedance is 50n however and an additional loss is 
incurred due to the matching network required between the delay 
line and the amplifier. The phase compensation network employed 
consists of an L-C circuit placed between the amplifier and the 
delay line. In this fashion the signal amplitude and phase can 
be compensated independently, a very desirable characteristic. 
The performance specifications for the delay line, 
obtained primarily from [4], are: 
tap output level variations: ~ 10% from nominal 
delay variation: 
carrier phase deviation: 
dynamic range: 
< 0.1 where = bit time 
< 10° from nominal 
20 dB 
Each of these specifications was used in the design of 
the delay line circuits except that no delay lines were used 
whose delay was greater than one microsecond. By including such 
devices the phase compensation circuitry could not perform its 
function and better results were obtained after eliminating such 
devices. The circuit shown in Figure (l4a) is respresentative of 
one section of the delay line. Ten such circuits were built and 
cascaded together as shown in Figure (l4b). Each section had to 
be compensated individually due to the variations in delay line 
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characteristics. 
For a given input phase all taps have the same relative 
phase. All tap weighting, as far as polarity, was accomplished 
in the summing amplifier. This made the line independent of 
code structure. 
3. Summing Amplifier 
The summing amplifier is used to combine the eleven 
delay line output signals into a composite signal, the cross-
correlation of the received signal and the filter transfer 
function. Since the tap outputs have a carrier frequency of 2 MHz 
and a bandwidth of l MHz the amplifier must be capable of handling 
such signals without distortion. Additionally since the tap 
polarity values are all the same the amplifier must have an 
inverting input and a non-inverting input. The Motorola MC 1520 
integrated amplifier was selected to perform this function. The 
gain of this amplifier is controlled by the feedback resistor, 
Rf. Care must be taken to assure that the gain is low enough 
to avoid limiting or clipping of the output signal peak. The 
circuit used is shown in Figure (l5). All resistors connected 
to a given input must be equal valued as shown to assure equal 
tap weighting. 
4. Bandpass Filter 
The bandpass filter needed to realize the matched 
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where w is the radian carrier frequency 0 
6 
w = 4n x 10 rad/sec 
0 
R 
and let L = 21:; w . 
0 
From this equation a value of l; can be picked to assure that this 
term is so small that it can be ignored. For example, l; = .005 
assures that the peak response at 2 MHz is 20 dB greater than 
the DC response. For this case with R = 50Q we have 




w = 0 LC 
c = 
1 1585 pf 
5. Square Law Circuit 
The autocorrelation function from the summing amplifier 
is a sinusoidal signal and as such cannot be used for thresholding 
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purposes. Consequently it is necessary to square law detect 
this signal be~ore using it to mark time o~ arrival by crossing 
a threshold. Normally diode detectors are used ~or such purposes. 
However, a recent entry into the integrated circuit market is a 
device that per~orms multiplication. By simply ~eeding the 
same signal to both inputs a square law device is realized, and 
the resultant output is the envelope o~ the input signal. This 
signal is suitable ~or use in threshold crossing circuits and its 
output may be used to make range measurements. 
D. Quadrature Envelope Detector Design 
The primary ~unctions that are required o~ the envelope 
detection circuitry are to provide two quadrature signal channels 
and to down-convert each carrier ~requency signal to a baseband 
signal. This process must be ~allowing by ~iltering and amplifica-
tion to obtain the zero ~requency signal components at the 
proper voltage level for sampling. The circuits used for these 
tasks are shown in Figure (16) and are discussed below. 
The IF output signal coupled to the two quadrature channels 
can be described by 
~(t) = a(t) cos (w t + e) + n(t) 
0 
A~ter mixing, the signals obtained are, ignoring constant 
~actors, 
yl = a(t) cos g + n c (t) + z 1 (t) 
y2 = a(t) sin g + n s (t) + z 2 (t) 
Where z1 (t), z 2 (t) are double ~requency components. 
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to zero ~requency the signal bandwidth has been reduced by a 
~actor o~ two. Consequently the lowpass ~ilter required to 
retain only the baseband signals requires only a 5 MHz bandwidth. 
Following the rationale used in selecting the IF ~ilter, a low-
pass Bessel ~ilter will be employed. 
The normalized component values ~or the third order Bessel 
lowpass ~ilter are 
cl = 1/6 ~arads 
L = 36/75 henries 
c2 = 5/6 ~arads 
In order to realize the ~ilter these values must be scaled 
in ~requency and impedance. The resulting values ~or a 50~ 
~ilter having a 3 dB bandwidth o~ 5 MHz are 
c1 = 174 p~ 
L=2~ 
The ~iltered signal are ~ed to high gain ampli~iers in order to 
obtain the levels required ~or sampling. The gain required must 
be su~~icient to obtain a peak output o~ 0.75V when the input 
signal to noise ratio is 10 dB or greater. In order to assure 
that such operation was possible the gain o~ the ampli~iers was 






VII. SUMMARY OF RECEIVER PERFORMANCE 
The receiver design described herein has been implemented 
and is being used in field tests. In the main, the overall 
performance goals have been achieved. The capability of the 
matched filter to improve the SNR has not been thoroughly 
evaluated due to a lack of sufficient test equipment and time. 
It seems obvious during operation of the receiver that the SNR 
is improved but how much improvement is actually realized has 
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not been measured. Figure (17) shows actual waveforms photographed 
at the receiver outputs. 
A. Noise Figure 
The noise figure of the UHF channel was measured and found 
to be 6.25 dB while the noise figure was 6.50 in the L-band channel. 
This is in good agreement with the calculated values. 
The minimum discernible signal level varies with the operator 
but is generally concluded to be approximately -96 dBm. 
B. Receiver Dynamic Range 
While a large dynamic range was not a design goal the 
receiver performance suffers from a lack of dynamic range. The 
IF circuitry has a dynamic range of approximately 50 dB when 
automatic gain control is used. However, some limitations exist 
in the delay line correlator and quadrature detector due to a 
lack of dynamic range. The limited range in the correlator 
causes the amplifiers in the delay line to saturate and the 
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amplifier output. When this occurs the peak output cannot be 
distinguished from the time sidelobes. In the quadrature circuit 
the amplifiers begin slew rate limiting when high signal levels 
occur and distort the leading and trailing edges of the signals. 
These particular defects can be overcome by the operator but are 
undesirable since they require added effort on the part of the 
operator. 
C. Range Measurements 
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A large number of range measurements have been made between 
surveyed sites located in Jefferson County, Missouri. The results 
obtained are generally in good agreement with the surveys. One 
particular group of 40,000 measurements had a mean difference of 
100 feet and the predicted standard deviation when compared to the 
surveyed distance. A significant part of this error is due to 
quantization error since a resolution factor of 100 nanoseconds, 
or approximately 100 feet, was used. 
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SPECTRUM OF A BARKER CODED WAVEFORM 
The time domain characteristics o~ Barker sequences are well 
known. To properly employ these codes, knowledge o~ their spectral 
characteristics are needed as well. The spectrum o~ a Barker 
coded wave~orm is presented ~or the case o~ binary phase shi~t 
keying where the modulation is coherent with the carrier signal. 
The transmitted pulse contains n bits o~ k cycles per bit where 
both n and k are integers. These results are due to Hamilton1 . 
where 
The coded pulse may be represented as 
aj (t) = 
n 
a(t) = L 
j=l 
aj (t) , 
i~ 27rk(j-l) < t< 27fkj w - - w 
0 0 
otherwise 
The Fourier trans~orm o~ aj(t) is 
27fkj/w 




~j(w) = & iw 
-27rikjw/w ( 27fikw/w 
e o e o - 1) 
1Hamilton, R. H., private communication, 1969. 
27fkj/w 
0 
27rk(j-l) /w0 , 
The modulated signal to be transmitted is 
f(t) = a(t) sin w t 
0 
and the Fourier transform of f(t) is 
where 
"' 
f(w) = l/21T I a(u) ............... sin w t(w-u) du, 0 
,........_ 
sin W t (w) = TI/i [o(w-w ) - o(w+w )] • 
0 0 0 
Consequently f(w) can be written as 
This reduces to 
=-
21T 




"' [ a(w-w ) 
0 
Substituting for a(w), f(w) becomes 






o (w+w -u)] du 
0 
- a (w+w ) ] • 
0 
"' "' [ aj (w-w0 ) - aj (w+w0 )], 
A-2 
"' l f(w) = TI/i 
-2Tiikj(w-w )/ ( 2Tiik(w-w )/w 
e o w0 e o o 
271' 
aj 
- i(w+w ) 
0 
-21Tikj ( w+w ) / w 
e o o 
Since k and j are positive integers and 





cos m21T + i 
21Tik 
= e = 
sin m21T 
-21Tik 
e = l . 
A 






- 2 2 
[ 27Tikw/w ] e o - l 
n 









= - 2 2 
[ -27Tikw/w J. e o - l 
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Using the relationship 
A 
E(w) = f(w)f*(w) 
the energy spectral density of the Barker coded waveform is 
2 
w 
E ( w ) = -,-:0;,._,.-





[ 27Tikw/w l] [ -27Tikw/w ] e o - e o - l 
n 
2: j=l 
2[1 - Cos 27Tkw/w ] , 
0 






In the expression for E(w) the double summation gives significantly 
different results for p=j than for p~j. With this in mind the 
energy spectral density is written as 
n 
L, 
j=l [ L p=j + 
27Tik(j-p)~ J 
aja e w p 0 




( 2 2)2 w -w 
0 
The double summation can be simplified by letting j - p = t. 




From the definition of correlation coefficients, 
and 
4w 2 
0 E(w) = 
( 2 2)2 w -w 
0 
For a Barker code 







[ 2 2 w -w 
0 
p.!l, = L: 
j-p=JI. 
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sin(l/2 4Tikw/w0 ) } .
A-4 
} 
Letting a. = wjw 
0 
E(w) = 1 2 w 
0 






Since the time duration of the signal, T, is 
T = 2nkn 
w 
0 
the power spectral density can be approximated by S(w)- E(w) or T 
S(w)- [ (n+l) _ sin (2nkna. )l sin (2nka.) J 
A-5 
